NORDICTRACK X9I INCLINE TRAINER (2018 MODEL)
SKU: NETL19718

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

Take your training to new heights with the X9i Incline Trainer. Built with the features and reliability
of a standard treadmill, this powerful training machine also features an amazing -6 to 40 percent
incline range. Reﬂex cushioning absorbs the impact of every step, so you can run or walk with realworld ups and downs. Or, take on higher inclines to ramp up your intensity and burn ﬁve times the
calories, just by walking. A full-color, web-enabled touchscreen delivers more than stats – go online
to take your mind oﬀ your workout. Or, use the incline trainer's iFit® technology to choose a
Google Maps ™ workout and experience trails from around the world as your deck adjusts
automatically to match the terrain.

01

3.6 CHP DurX™ COMMERCIAL
MOTOR

Train safer, longer and quieter. Built with a
bigger motor case for less vibration and dual
cooling fans for less heat, this 3.6 continuous
horsepower DurX™ Commercial Pro motor
delivers lasting power that's smooth and even.
Every NordicTrack motor features high-grade
insulation and a built-in grounding brush to
protect the motor and make it run longer.

02

ONETOUCH™ CONTROLS

Quick, responsive controls adjust your speed
and incline in seconds at the touch of a button.
Keep your focus on your workout, instead of
scrolling through options.

03 SEE
7" COLOR TOUCHSCREEN
MOTIVATION IN COLOR

04

INDUSTRY-LEADING INCLINE
/ DECLINE

With up to 40% incline, you'll burn up to 5x the
Workout stats, training programs and even your fat calories just by walking! Plus, you'll recruit
more muscle targeting your hips, quads and
favorite websites enrich your ﬁtness experience
glutes. And to perfect your cadence and
on the NordicTrack x9i integrated 7-inch color
touchscreen. This display goes beyond counting strengthen your legs for the downhill segments
of your next marathon or 10K, the 6% decline
calories and miles; it delivers motivation that
adds variety and realistic training to your
counts.
program. Integrated with iFit Technology, the
X9i recreates any trail in the world!

05

REFLEX CUSHIONING

06

DUAL AUTOBREEZE™
WORKOUT FANS

Extending nearly the entire length of the deck, Stay cool with three oversized fans—two upper
fans on the console and a lower fan integrated
Reﬂex™ cushioning absorbs impact to help
into the accessory tray. You can manually
reduce stress on your joints and back. Two
adjust
fans' speed, or set them to automatically
isolators cushion at heel strike and maintain
adjust
to match your workout intensity.
strength and stability at toe oﬀ.

07

55 X 152 CM TREAD BELT

08
HEART RATE MONITORING
Track your progress and increase your

This 2-ply belt is speciﬁcally designed to reduce
noise and friction for a quieter workout and
longer lasting product. It's stretch resistant and
engineered to stay centered on the deck. The
material of the belt is permeated with a
proprietary lubricant that increases the
performance and longevity of the drive system,
and helps the belt and rollers last longer with
less maintenance.

performance with the included Polar® T34
Wireless Chest Pulse Strap. You'll stay in the
right training zone for increased speed. A
continuous reading is displayed on the touch
screen via the included strap and two
handlebar grips are built-in for intermittent
readings.

09 1-20 KM/H SPEED

10 2.5" ROLLER

Walk, jog or run — the NordicTrack 1750
To create the 2.5-inch rear roller on the
treadmill accommodates every workout with
NordicTrack X9i, we started with the highestspeeds up to 20 km/h. Adjust your speed at the quality, aircraft-spec bearings, which are sealed
touch of a button.
inside roller housings, crafted of high-tolerance,
machined steel. The roller is then dynamically
balanced in two planes, giving it the smoothest,
quietest and longest performance possible.
*Video is only for reference. Refer to our product specs for actual details.

ABOUT NORDICTRACK
NordicTrack is the most popular brand of ﬁtness equipment in the world. It is sold in more than 70
countries in the world. Several reputable outlets have many good things to say about NordicTrack
ﬁtness equipment. Foremost among them is Runner’s World, one of the largest communities of
runners online.

NordicTrack is owned by Icon Health & Fitness, a company located in Logan, Utah. Icon Fitness is
the largest manufacturer of ﬁtness equipment in the world and owns other popular brands such
as Proform, FreeMotion and Gold’s Gym.

PRICING
Why is there a big price gap between equipment sold in USA and Singapore?
Being their Singapore distributor, we are subjected to a higher price when we bring in the products.
This is the reason why our prices are closer compared to other countries like Canada, UK, Australia.
However, we oﬀer Free Assembly which is a value added service which no other NordicTrack agents
provide.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
NordicTrack's mission is to be the world leader in home ﬁtness equipment!
To achieve this goal, over $15 million dollars are invested in research and development each year,
more than any other home ﬁtness equipment manufacturer.
What makes NordicTracks products unique? Innovation and Technology.
Combined with over 25 years experience in listening to the consumer and feeding new ideas to the
development team, NordicTrack products stand out amongst the competition with advanced
features and ergonomics.
Our products come to life from a concept or idea from our US design team. From a simple diagram,
samples are produced and then undergo further development in conjunction with professional
personal trainers like Jillian Michales, coach from TV's The Biggest Loser.
The ﬁnal phase is incorporates both real life and mechanical testing to ensure the products are
sturdy, intuitive and comﬁrtable to bring you the results and quality you expect.
NordicTrack continues to reﬁne and improve their products to ensure that they are always at the
forefront of innovation, allowing NordicTrack to consolidate its position as leader in the ﬁtness
market.

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

More Information

Warranty

Frame: Lifetime, Main motor: 5 years, Other parts: 2 years, On-site labour:
1 year

Panel Design

7" iFit Tablet powered by Android

Speed

0 - 20km/h OneTouch™ Controls

Product Dimension (L x W x H) 177 x 101 x 178 cm
Max Load

145kg

Product Weight

140kg

More Information
Motor Power
Incline
Running Area

ReFlex Cushioning, Wireless chest strap, Dual Workout fan
3.6 CHP DurX™ Commercial Plus motor
-6% to +40% OneTouch™ Controls
55 x 152 cm

